We didn’t get another deer until ___________, so with the scraps I made ___________ square pockets for food gathering. One ___________ in front of me, and the ___________ down my back. They were joined ___________ straps. This device worked beautifully.

Sometime ___________ July I finished my pants. They ___________ well, and were the best-looking ___________ I had ever seen. I was ___________ proud of them.

With pockets and ___________ tough pants I was willing to ___________ home many more new foods to ___________. Daisies, the bark of a poplar ___________ that I saw a squirrel eating, ___________ puff-balls. They are mushrooms, the ___________ ones I felt were safe to on but and nearly in only ___________, and even at that, I kept ___________ to die the first night I ___________ them. I didn’t, so I enjoyed ___________ from that night on. They are ___________. Mushrooms are dangerous and I would ___________ suggest that one eat them from ___________ forest. The mushroom expert at ___________ Botanical Gardens told me that. He ___________ even he didn’t eat ___________ as much as I could and ___________ it into flour. It was tedious ___________ , smelled in dried fired the pounded work be new and in August when the acorns ___________ ready, I found that they made ___________ flour and were much easier to ___________. I would bake the acorns in ___________ fire, and grind them between stones. ___________ was

tedious work, too, but now I had a home, and smoked and did not have to
end help plants venison
hunt every minute, I could do things make flour.
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